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Course Overview

Course Overview
In this course, you are expected to develop and demonstrate advanced generalist best practice and leadership skills in engagement, assessment,
intervention, and evaluation from a strengths-based perspective grounded in social work values and ethics, social justice, human rights, cultural
competence, policy practice, the integration of technology, and evidence-based practice. During this course, you will engage in synchronous live
sessions via Adobe Connect. The synchronous activities are required to comply with CSWE accreditation standards to ensure micro, mezzo, and macro
level competency skills preparation. The sessions allow for virtual, face-to-face time with a licensed faculty member, who is providing live supervision,
and specific feedback and guidance to ensure proficiency in each skill. These sessions with live, virtual, face-to-face time ensure eligibility for entrance
into field education where you will be practicing with actual clients.

Masters of Social Work Mission Statement
The mission of Capella University's Master of Social Work program is to educate and prepare diverse adult learners to serve as innovative, 21st-century
advanced generalist practitioners. We strive to develop professional social workers who will exemplify strengths-based and ecological perspectives,
cultural competence, and ethical practice and emerge as leaders who use technology as an adjunct to practice. We aim for our graduates to further
advance social work practice in service of their local communities, agencies, and organizations.

Advanced Generalist Practice
The advanced generalist practice specialization introduces social work practice skills, the strengths perspective at all levels of social work practice with
individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. Learners will develop and apply advanced generalist practice and leadership skills in
engagement, assessment, intervention, and evaluation from a strengths perspective grounded in social work values and ethics, social justice, human
rights, cultural competence, policy practice, the integration of technology, and evidence-based practice.

The advanced generalist practice program reinforces the integration of best practice standards that incorporate and emphasize the National Association
of Social Workers (NASW) and Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB) Standards for Social Work Practice, NASW Code of Ethics, and the
International Federation of Social Workers (IFSW) and the International Association of Schools of Social Work Ethics in Social Work (IASSW) for global
standards. To enhance and reinforce the demonstration of micro, mezzo, and macro advanced generalist practice skills, learners will engage in
synchronous, live, face-to-face virtual activities.

Asynchronous Practice Material
The course includes pre-recorded videos and literature related to specialized practice behaviors that you are required to know and understand prior to
attending your synchronous live session.

Synchronous Activities

Micro Skills Practice Sessions

Throughout all of your micro skills practice courses, you will engage in activities that provide instruction through various modalities including webinars,
asynchronous videos, synchronous live sessions, and literature. In this course, you will be engaged in 20 hours of synchronous instructional activities
that will assist you in developing your practice skills.

In order to pass this course, you must complete 100% of the asynchronous instructional activities prior to the live session, pass each live synchronous
skills demonstration session, and earn a 70% or higher academically in the course, and attend the synchronous live sessions per our accreditation
standards and university policy.

Synchronous Live Sessions

Each week there is one mandatory live session that lasts for two hours. Faculty lectures, course discussion, and role plays will focus on the learning
objectives and skills that need to be developed in order for you to move forward into professional, independent practice. You are required to have your
webcam on and to be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Faculty will also remain on webcam for the duration of the
session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays.

Learners are required to be professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their
camera facing them directly as if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The
lighting needs to allow for faculty and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be
seen. Learners may not be engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners
are expected to conduct themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field



education. If learners are engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an
unprofessional manner during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with
family or friends, shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a
cell phone with the camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be
counted as absent. Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners
may fail the course if they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per
the policy. Faculty must be able to see and hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is
also important to ensure your internet connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not
able to stay connected, they will be counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty. You must
attend all sessions synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner may be counted
absent for up to two sessions. If you miss more than 2 sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and complete all the required
expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

If you are experiencing an extenuating circumstance and are going to miss a synchronous session, you must notify your faculty instructor in advance and
be prepared to provide documentation such as a medical excuse or documentation of an emergency. Even with documentation if more than two sessions
are missed, you will receive and F in the course and be required to retake the course when you can meet all the requirements and attendance. For your
missed session, you are required to review all information in the What You Need to Know activities and the recording of the missed session, then provide
a 30-minute video of you, professionally practicing the skills demonstrated for that week. This video must incorporate all of the skills discussed and
demonstrated. You must then create a 10-minute video reflection of what you did in your skills demonstration video and how it relates back to the course
content from the What You Need to Know activities and the recorded session you missed. In your verbal reflection, you are required to discuss the
application of the skills, use of theoretical application, and what you will continue to work on. The videos must show you working with another person
demonstrating the skills where your face is facing the camera and the other person is also visible. Voice recordings or other presentation forms will not be
accepted. Videos that do not meet the time or content standards will not be accepted. The make-up work must be submitted according to the policy by
Sunday 11:59 pm CT of the week you missed the live session. If you do not submit the work according to the deadline given, you will receive an F in the
course as all work build on each week and will not be accepted late. You may not pass forward in the course if you do not complete the live session or the
make-up work as prescribed.

You may submit the video recording using any technology, as long as they are viewable and unlocked. You may want to consider using Kaltura, Zoom, or
Adobe Connect to record and send an unlocked link to your faculty as video files may be too large. You may also choose to send a compressed, zipped
file. If you are having any trouble please collaborate with technical support in ensuring your submission is completed on time. You should submit your
videos under the attendance unit assignment titled “Synchronous Session Attendance”. Once submitted, your participation will still remain marked as
absent as you did not attend live, but you will be allowed to then move to the next week. Again, failure to submit the make-up work by the deadline given
and prior to the next live session will result in course failure.

These synchronous live sessions are conducted via Zoom utilizing either built in computer audio or phone audio, the learner’s choice as long as you can
be heard clearly. The Zoom link for the live sessions can be accessed through a link and phone number provided in the courseroom announcement
section from your faculty member. Once logged into the Zoom room, you are expected to participate in these sessions by:

• Completing the entrance and exit tickets (if you log in late and miss the entrance ticket, you will be counted as absent and will not be able to
continue in the live session. If you long in late and complete the entrance ticket, but are routinely late, your faculty may schedule a meeting with you
to discuss professionalism as a social worker and this may place your standing in the course in jeopardy).

• Providing input to discussions by speaking through a headset compatible with your phone or computer and by typing in the chat area as directed by
your faculty.

• Responding to questions posed by your faculty and fellow learners.
• Participating in breakout groups.
• Practicing all skills required in role-play settings.
• Engaging in professional development that aligns with the NASW Code of Ethics, Professional Standards, CSWE Accreditation Standards, and

Capella University guidelines at all times.

In order to get the maximum benefit from these sessions, you are required to complete the week's studies, discussion boards, review all asynchronous
videos, read all of the literature, and be prepared to engage in a live discussion.

You may choose to attend a synchronous live session using any device, but must be fully able to engage and respond to all chat boxed, white boards,
discussions and note taking without your camera being interrupted. Note that breakout group discussions may include downloading articles and
navigating to documents from the Zoom room.

Expectations

Peer Observation and Feedback

This course incorporates multiple role-plays for which you must provide peer observations and feedback during your synchronous live sessions.

The following are instructions and guidelines for peer observation and feedback:



Guidelines for Participating in Role-Play Exercises

• As a social worker, you will be asked to practice the basic skills used in the exercise.
• Synchronous live sessions are not the appropriate place for working through personal issues. The client should present issues relevant to the

exercise. These may be from a prepared scenario handed out by the faculty or they may be fictitious issues developed by the learner playing the
client. Due to ethics and professional boundaries, personal issues should not be brought into the role-plays. Role-plays are about building
skill in the social worker, not dealing with personal issues.

• When you role-play a client, try not to talk too much, and avoid creating resistances or being a challenging client unless instructed to do so, as
these exercises are about developing skill in the therapist. Clients want to give the social worker many opportunities to practice but also should not
play completely withdrawn clients.

• As the observer, you will provide feedback to the social worker and keep the time for each role play during the role play sessions. The observer is
also in charge of keeping time for the role-play exercises and intervening if the therapist gets off track.

Peer Observation Feedback Support

Use the following guidelines for providing feedback to the social worker if you are the client:

• Tell the social worker what your experience was like as a client in the role-play.
• Describe what the social worker did that made for a good experience.
• Suggest what the social worker could do to make the experience an even better one next time.

Use the following guidelines to provide feedback to the social worker if you are the observer:

• Identify three things that the social worker did well.
• Describe what nonverbal or minimal social work skills you observed that the social worker used.
• Provide any suggestions you have for the social worker to improve therapeutic and relationship skills.

Zoom Activities
This course requires learners to attend synchronous (live) and asynchronous (recorded) meetings via Zoom. If you require the use of assistive 
technology or alternative communication methods to participate in these activities, please contact Disability Services to request accommodations.

Assignments
Week 1: Complete a Pre-Course Micro Skills Rating Form to self-assess your mastery of a variety of skills necessary for professional social workers as 
you begin this course.

Week 1: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session. 

Week 2: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.  

Week 3: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.  

Week 4: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.  

Week 5: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session. 

Week 6: Write a 3–4 page paper explaining your vision for leading effectively as a social worker, supporting your vision with a theoretical perspective 
and an evidence-based approach. 

Week 6: Submit a comment in the assignment area of the courseroom to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in 
Leadership Skills Role Play 1: Family Practice, in which you participated in a synchronous online session. 

Week 6: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session. 

Week 7: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills Role Play 
2: Individual Session - Addiction, in which you participated in a synchronous online session. 

Week 7: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session. 

Week 8: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills Role Play 
3: Individual Session - Mandated Therapy, in which you participated in a synchronous online session. 

Week 8: Write a 3–4 page paper that describes the social work theory and evidence-based interventions you used in an individual meeting, a family 
session, and a clinical group during your course role plays. 

Week 8: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.



Week 9: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills Role Play 
4: Clinical Group Facilitation, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Week 9: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.

Week 10: Complete a Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form to self-assess your mastery of a variety of skills at the end of the course and to review your 
progress as a result of the course.

Week 10: Create an intervention plan for a family member described in the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. Create your 
intervention plan in the media piece, download it, and submit the downloaded plan.

Week 10: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills Role 
Play 5: Macro Social Work - Crisis Intervention, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Week 10: Verify your attendance at the weekly synchronous session.

Discussions
Week 1: Use the PCS analysis framework to identify areas that affect the Campbell family as presented in the Campbell Family Case Study interactive 
media activity. In addition, consider what theory you would use when selecting an intervention in the issue that is described.

Week 2: Apply psychodynamic and narrative approaches to analyze a member of the Campbell family (from the Campbell Family Case Study) and 
provide evidence-based interventions to assist that family member.

Week 3: Use three theories (Cognitive-Behavioral, Humanistic, Crisis Intervention) to propose ways to support the Campbell family (from the Campbell 
Family Case Study) after a family member has been arrested for theft.

Week 4: Review the Campbell Family Case Study and use Bowen's Family Systems Theory to conceptualize how this family functions and identify 
appropriate interventions.

Week 5: Describe the grief and loss group you will facilitate this week, explain how you will set the tone for the group, describe interventions you plan to 
use, and explain how you will shift from individual solution-focused work back to the main group. You will use literature to support your evidence-based 
interventions.

Week 6: Identify the micro, mezzo, and macro perspectives of the therapeutic issues in Karen Campbell's case (from the Campbell Family Case Study). 
You will describe your assessment from ecological and social pedagogy perspectives and discuss evidence-based interventions you would use in the 
case.

Week 7: Identify one of the family members you will be engaging in mandated therapy and use Gestalt techniques and Motivational Interviewing 
techniques to describe how you would work with this client, using evidence-based interventions.

Week 8: Examine multicultural dimensions of the issues faced by the Campbell family (as described in the Campbell Family Case Study). Select one 
family member and analyze issues of intersectionality (race, class, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, gender identity, etc.) that impact him or her. 
Finally, suggest interventions that address this area of concern.

Week 9: Identify the developmental stages (sociocultural, psychosocial, attachment, cognitive development, etc.) of one of the Campbell family 
members. Discuss how this information will assist you in your assessment and evidence-based interventions as you work with individuals or with a group 
with similar concerns.

Week 10: Research peer-reviewed articles or scholarly websites to find evidence-based interventions for dealing with a crisis in the Campbell family's 
town as the result of a tornado. Describe how to apply the recommended intervention in this situation.

Council on Social Work Education Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards Competencies, 
Specialist Practices, and Learning Outcomes

Note: EPAs refer to the Council on Social Work Education, 2015 Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards. The standards are used for
accreditation purposes for master’s level social work programs. The purpose of the EPAs is to establish consistent academic and professional
expectations across all social work programs.

SWK5014 Alignment Table

Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

Competency 1:
Demonstrate Ethical

C1.SP.A Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups,
organizations, and communities.



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

and Professional
Behavior

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06a1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

2. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the applications of the
core values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities and
how you
witnessed/experienced
this in the role play.

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U08A1: Application:
Theory and Evidence-
Based Interventions

The purpose of this
assignment, the Learner
will apply a social work
theory and evidenced
based interventions
associated with your
practice experience
during the role plays.
Provide a specific theory
and intervention used for
an individual meeting, a
family session, and a
clinical group. Learners
should use information
from the asynchronous
and synchronous
information provided in
this course. Learners
need to effectively state
what interventions they
used and why, which
theory it is associated
with, and what research
supports this intervention.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. Describe the use of
leadership skills
effectively facilitate
engagement,
assessment, intervention,
and evaluation with a
client. (C1.SP.A)

4. Describe how the use
of empathy, active
listening, paraphrasing,
and reframing skills to



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

assess a situation.
(C1.SP.A)

Competency 1:
Demonstrate Ethical
and Professional
Behavior

C1.SP.B Articulate and provide leadership in the application of the core values and ethical
standards of the social work profession through an ethical problem solving model to aid in
critical thinking, affective reactions and ethical decision making related to individuals, families,
groups, organizations, and communities to guide and inform ethical practice in the
specialization of advanced generalist social work.

u01a1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06A1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
learners will summarize
their first Residency role-
play experiences, during
which they will be
expected to demonstrate
understanding of how to
lead individuals and
groups in problem solving



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

in a manner portraying
professional use of self
and leadership skills. The
goal is to exhibit
proficiency at attaining
both personal and
organizational objectives
integrating ethical and
effective use of
technology at all levels of
advanced generalist
social work practice, and
to apply a strengths-
based perspective to
enhance motivation,
promote change,
encourage team building,
and develop effective
relationships in diverse
work environments.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

2. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the applications of the
core values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities and
how you
witnessed/experienced
this in the role play.
(C1.SP.B)

4. Describe how to lead
individuals and groups in
problem solving.
(C1.SP.B)

6. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the application of the core
values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities.
(C1.SP.B)



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

U08a1: Application:
Theory and Evidence-
Based Interventions

The purpose of this
assignment, the Learner
will apply a social work
theory and evidenced
based interventions
associated with your
practice experience
during the role plays.
Provide a specific theory
and intervention used for
an individual meeting, a
family session, and a
clinical group. Learners
should use information
from the asynchronous
and synchronous
information provided in
this course. Learners
need to effectively state
what interventions they
used and why, which
theory it is associated
with, and what research
supports this intervention.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

2. Describe how the
application of leadership
skills and technology
used is essential to
implement the action for
advocacy, empowerment,
and addressing social
injustice. (C1.SP.B)

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro-Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
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forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
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appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
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Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 1:
Demonstrate Ethical
and Professional
Behavior

C1.SP.C Integrate the ethical and effective use of technology at all levels of practice in the
specialization of advanced generalist social work with individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities.

u01a1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
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leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
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Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
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an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06A1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

3. Discuss how to
integrate ethical and
effective use of
technology into an
advanced generalist
social work
practice.

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
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masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
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professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
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and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 2:
Engage Diversity and
Difference in
Practice

C2.SP.A Analyze dimensions and differentiation in diversity and apply the influence of
relationships and affective reactions to intervention techniques and technologies with diverse
clients, families, groups, organizations, and communities.

U06A1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
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guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

5. Discuss how the social
worker applied the basic
concepts of working from
a strengths-based
perspective to enhance
motivation, promote
change, encourage team
building, and develop
effective relationships in
diverse work
environments. (C6.SP.B)

Competency 2:
Engage Diversity and
Difference in
Practice

C2.SP.B Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice
interventions with diverse populations. u01a1: Pre-Course

Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
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standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
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technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
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scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06a1: Application:
Leadership Style and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

2. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the applications of the
core values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities and
how you
witnessed/experienced
this in the role play.
(C2.SP.A)

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
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masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
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professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
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and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 3:
Advance Human
Rights and Social,
Economic, and
Environmental
Justice

C3.SP.A Apply leadership skills, decision making and technology to engage in collaborative
practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to advocate for
appropriate services, resources and supports to achieve goals and foster positive change.

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
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the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.
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7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
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leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06A1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

6. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the application of the core
values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
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clients, organizations,
and communities.
(C3.SP.A)

U08a1: Application:
Theory and Evidence-
Based Interventions

The purpose of this
assignment, the Learner
will apply a social work
theory and evidenced
based interventions
associated with your
practice experience
during the role plays.
Provide a specific theory
and intervention used for
an individual meeting, a
family session, and a
clinical group. Learners
should use information
from the asynchronous
and synchronous
information provided in
this course. Learners
need to effectively state
what interventions they
used and why, which
theory it is associated
with, and what research
supports this intervention.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. Describe how the
application of leadership
skills and technology
used is essential to
implement the action for
advocacy, empowerment,
and addressing social
injustice. (C3.SP.A)

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
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instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.
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6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
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leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 3:
Advance Human
Rights and Social,
Economic, and
Environmental
Justice

C3.SP.B Apply leadership behaviors by engaging in reflective and professional practices that
address and advance social, economic, and environmental justice issues. U01A1: Pre-Course

Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.
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This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
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human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
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Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06a1: Application:
Leadership Style and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. Analyze skills that can
be used to engage,
assess, intervene, and
evaluate difficult
situations with
colleagues, clients,
organizations, and
communities.(C3.SP.B)
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u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.
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5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
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Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 4:
Engage In Practice-
informed Research
and Research-
informed Practice

C4.SP.A Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-
based research practice to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions
across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
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professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
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goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.
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11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06a1: Application:
Leadership Style and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

6. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the application of the core
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values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities.
(C4.SP.A)

u10a1: Post-Residency
Skills Rating Form and
Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
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organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.
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9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.
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Competency 6:
Engage with
Individuals, Families,
Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C6.SP.B Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the
specialization of advanced generalist practice when engaging with individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities.

U10a2: Apply
Leadership Skills to
Interventions

The purpose of the
assignment is to prepare
learners to apply and
integrate theories of
human behavior and the
social environment in
advanced generalist
practice. Learners will
focus on particular
leadership skills
adaptable to working with
individuals, families,
groups, organizations,
and communities. They
will be required to apply
critical thinking skills to
develop intervention
plans to address
problems that has
occurred in the Campbell
family case study
provided as a resource
for the assignment.

This competency will be
demonstrated through the
following grading criteria:

1. Identify a leadership
skill to most effectively
address an identified
problem. (C6.SP.B)

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.
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This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
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human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
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Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
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principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
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emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
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manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 6:
Engage with
Individuals, Families,
Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C6.SP.D (Engage) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and
interpersonal skills to actively engage in the specialization of advanced generalist practice with
individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals.

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
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through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
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communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U08a1: Application:
Theory and Evidence-
Based Interventions

The purpose of this
assignment, the Learner
will apply a social work
theory and evidenced
based interventions
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associated with your
practice experience
during the role plays.
Provide a specific theory
and intervention used for
an individual meeting, a
family session, and a
clinical group. Learners
should use information
from the asynchronous
and synchronous
information provided in
this course. Learners
need to effectively state
what interventions they
used and why, which
theory it is associated
with, and what research
supports this intervention.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. Describe the use of
leadership skills
effectively facilitate
engagement,
assessment, intervention,
and evaluation with a
client. (C6.SP.D)

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.
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This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
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human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
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Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 7:
Assess Individuals,
Families, Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C7.SP.D (Assess) Apply assessment instruments, leadership, technology, critical thinking, and
interpersonal skills to identify problems, and assess and analyze capacities, strengths, and
needs of individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities.

U10a2: Apply
Leadership Skills to
Interventions

The purpose of the
assignment is to prepare
learners to apply and
integrate theories of
human behavior and the
social environment in
advanced generalist
practice. Learners will
focus on particular
leadership skills
adaptable to working with
individuals, families,
groups, organizations,
and communities. They
will be required to apply
critical thinking skills to
develop intervention
plans to address
problems that has
occurred in the Campbell
family case study
provided as a resource
for the assignment.

This competency will be
demonstrated through the

2. Describe the process
utilized to assess the
needs of an identified
client. (C7.SP.D)

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation
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In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
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economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
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organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

U06a1: Application:
Leadership Styles and
Skills

In this assignment,
Learner will apply a
theoretical perspective
from social work and
leadership style to
demonstrate an
understanding of how to
effectively lead. Learners
must use an evidence-
based leadership style
and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness)
associate with that
leadership style that is
guiding your approach.
(Please note; leadership
style examples include:
transformational,
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transactional, Laissez-
Faire, etc.).

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

6. Describe how applied
leadership skills align with
the application of the core
values and ethical
standards of the social
work profession to aid in
decision making when
working with colleagues,
clients, organizations,
and communities.
(C7.SP.D)

U08a1: Application:
Theory and Evidence-
Based Interventions

The purpose of this
assignment, the Learner
will apply a social work
theory and evidenced
based interventions
associated with your
practice experience
during the role plays.
Provide a specific theory
and intervention used for
an individual meeting, a
family session, and a
clinical group. Learners
should use information
from the asynchronous
and synchronous
information provided in
this course. Learners
need to effectively state
what interventions they
used and why, which
theory it is associated
with, and what research
supports this intervention.
This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

3. Describe how the
application of a strengths-
based assessment
identifies a problem, and
assesses and analyzes
the client’s capacity for
change based on the
person in the
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environment and various
levels of influence (micro,
mezzo, macro).
(C7.SP.D)

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
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in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
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families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 8:
Intervene with
Individuals, Families,
Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C8.SP.B Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the
specialization of advanced generalist practice interventions with individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities.

U10a2: Apply
Leadership Skills to
Interventions

The purpose of the
assignment is to prepare
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learners to apply and
integrate theories of
human behavior and the
social environment in
advanced generalist
practice. Learners will
focus on particular
leadership skills
adaptable to working with
individuals, families,
groups, organizations,
and communities. They
will be required to apply
critical thinking skills to
develop intervention
plans to address
problems that has
occurred in the Campbell
family case study
provided as a resource
for the assignment.

This competency will be
demonstrated through the

6. Apply critical thinking in
verbal and written
communication through
the use of leadership and
technology from a
strengths- and
empowerment-based
perspective. (C8.SP.B)

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:
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1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
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Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.
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12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

u10a1: Post-Residency
Skills Rating Form and
Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
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standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
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technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
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scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 8:
Intervene with
Individuals, Families,
Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C8.SP.D (Intervene) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making, and
interpersonal skills in the specialization of advanced generalist practice interventions with
individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals.

U10a2: Apply
Leadership Skills to
Interventions

The purpose of the
assignment is to prepare
learners to apply and
integrate theories of
human behavior and the
social environment in
advanced generalist
practice. Learners will
focus on particular
leadership skills
adaptable to working with
individuals, families,
groups, organizations,
and communities. They
will be required to apply
critical thinking skills to
develop intervention
plans to address
problems that has
occurred in the Campbell
family case study
provided as a resource
for the assignment.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

3. Develop an
intervention plan using
leadership skills and
technology based on
client assessment.
(C8.SP.D)

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
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effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
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supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
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Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

u10a1: Post-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use
are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.
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This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
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human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
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Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

Competency 9:
Evaluate Practice
with Individuals,
Families, Groups,
Organizations, and
Communities

C9.SP.E (Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and
interpersonal skills in the specialization of advanced generalist practice evaluation of
interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities.

U10a2: Apply
Leadership Skills to
Interventions

The purpose of the
assignment is to prepare
learners to apply and
integrate theories of
human behavior and the
social environment in
advanced generalist
practice. Learners will
focus on particular
leadership skills
adaptable to working with
individuals, families,
groups, organizations,
and communities. They
will be required to apply
critical thinking skills to
develop intervention
plans to address
problems that has
occurred in the Campbell
family case study
provided as a resource
for the assignment.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

5. Describe a plan to
evaluate the
effectiveness of a
proposed intervention
plan. (C9.SP.E)



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

U01A1: Pre-Course
Micro Skills Rating
Form and Evaluation

In this assignment,
learners will reflect on
and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the beginning
of the course in order to
effectively apply
professional use of self.
Learners will use the
same rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course so they can view
the progress they feel
they have made.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,
resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based
Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

u10a1: Post-Residency
Skills Rating Form and
Evaluation

The purpose of this
assignment is to require
learners to reflect on and
self-assess their
masteries of a variety of
skills necessary for
professional social
workers at the end of the
course, and for
instructors to evaluate
their performances of
those skills during the
course. The skills rating
forms learners will use



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

are duplicates of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating
forms. Using the same
rating forms to self-
assess at the end of the
course will allow learners
to view the progress they
feel they have made
during the course.

This competency will be
measured by the
following grading criteria:

1. LEADERSHIP
SKILLS: Apply
leadership skills
reflective of a
professional social
worker.

2. ETHICAL SKILLS:
Apply ethical
principles and
standards integrating
leadership skills.

3. TECHNOLOGY:
Apply technology in
an ethical and
effective manner with
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations and
communities.

4. CRITICAL
THINKING SKILLS:
Apply critical thinking
in verbal and written
communication
through the use of
leadership and
technology from a
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

5. LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIORS: Apply
leadership behaviors
by engaging in
professional
practices that
advance social and
economic justice
issues.

6. ADVOCACY: Apply
leadership skills and
technology to
advocate for
appropriate services,



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

resources and
supports to achieve
goals and foster
positive change from
a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

7. THEORY
INTEGRATION:
Integrate theories of
human behavior and
the social
environment (i.e.
Ecological Systems
Perspective and
Social Learning
Theory) in advanced
generalist practice.

8. PROMOTE
CHANGE: Apply
leadership skills and
emerging
technologies to
promote systemic
change towards
client sustainability
from a Strengths-
based/Empowerment
perspective.

9. ENGAGEMENT:
Apply leadership,
technology, critical
thinking, and
interpersonal skills to
engage individuals,
families, groups,
organizations, and
communities to
achieve goals using
Strengths-
based/Empowerment
and Advanced
Generalist Practice
model.

10. ASSESSMENT
SKILLS: Assess the
capacities, strengths,
and needs of
individuals, families,
groups,
organizations, and
communities, using
leadership and
technology skills
from Cultural
Competence and
Strengths-based



Council on Social
Work Education
Educational Policy
and Accreditation
Standards

Council on Social Work Education Specialized Practice

Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards
and Specialized
Practices Alignment to
Assignment

Empowerment
perspectives.

11. INTERVENTION
SKILLS: Develop an
intervention plan
based on an
assessment using
leadership skills and
technology by
applying Advanced
Generalist Practice
models.

12. EVALUATION
SKILLS: Evaluate
the effectiveness of
an intervention plan
using leadership
skills and technology.

13. COMMUNICATION
SKILLS:
Communicate in a
manner that is
scholarly,
professional, and
consistent with
expectations for
member of the social
work profession.

SWK5014 Accreditation Table

Activity

Alignment
to
Competency
/ EPAs /
Generalist
Practices

Discussion Participation

U10a2: Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions

The purpose of the assignment is to prepare learners to apply and integrate theories of
human behavior and the social environment in advanced generalist practice. Learners
will focus on particular leadership skills adaptable to working with individuals, families,
groups, organizations, and communities. They will be required to apply critical thinking
skills to develop intervention plans to address problems that has occurred in the
Campbell family case study provided as a resource for the assignment.

Competency
6: C6.SP.B

Competency
7: C7.SP.D

Competency
8: C8.SP.B;
C8.SP.D

Competency
9: C9.SP.E

u01a1: Pre-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation Competency
1: C1.SP.A;



Activity

Alignment
to
Competency
/ EPAs /
Generalist
Practices

In this assignment, learners will reflect on and self-assess their masteries of a variety
of skills necessary for professional social workers prior to taking the micro skills
course. Learners will use the same rating forms to self-assess after successfully
completing the micro skills course so that they can view the progress they believe they
have made during this course.

C1.SP.B;
C1.SP.C

Competency
2: C2.SP.B

Competency
3: C3.SP.A;
C3.SP.B

Competency
4: C4.SP.A

Competency
6: C6.SP.B; 
C6.SP.D

Competency
7: C7.SP.D

Competency
8: C8.SP.B;
C8.SP.D

Competency
9: C9.SP.E

U6a1: Application: Leadership Styles and Skills

In this assignment, the Learner will apply a theoretical perspective from social work
and a leadership style to demonstrate an understanding of how to effectively lead.
Learners must use an evidence-based leadership style and evaluate the skill set
(strengths/weakness) associated with that leadership style that is guiding their
approach. (Please note: leadership style examples include: transformational,
transactional, Laissez-Faire, etc.).

Competency
1: C1.SP.A;
C1.SP.B;
C1.SP.C

Competency
2: C2.SP.A;
C2.SP.B

Competency
3: C3.SP.A;
C3.SP.B

Competency
4: C4.SP.A

Competency
7: C7.SP.D

u08a1: Application: Theory and Evidence-Based Interventions

The Learner will apply a social work theory and evidenced based interventions
associated with their practice experience during the role plays. Provide a specific
theory and intervention used for an individual meeting, a family session, and a clinical
group. Learners should use information from the asynchronous and synchronous
information provided in this course. Learners need to effectively state what
interventions they used and why, which theory the interventions are associated with,
and what research supports the interventions.

Competency
1: C1.SP.A;
C1.SP.B

Competency
3: C3.SP.A

Competency
6: C6.SP.D

Competency
7: C7.SP.D



(Read Only)

Activity

Alignment
to
Competency
/ EPAs /
Generalist
Practices

u10a1: Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation

The purpose of this assignment is to require learners to reflect on and self-assess their
masteries of a variety of skills necessary for professional social workers after taking
the micro skills course. Learners will reassess themselves with the same rating scales
as week 1 to allow them to view the progress they believe they have made during this
course.

Competency
1: C1.SP.A;
C1.SP.B;
C1.SP.C

Competency
2: C2.SP.B

Competency
3: C3.SP.A;
C3.SP.B

Competency
4: C4.SP.A

Competency
6: C6.SP.B;
C6.SP.D

Competency
7: C7.SP.D

Competency
8: C8.SP.B;
C8.SP.D

Competency
9: C9.SP.E

Synchronous Session Evaluation Components

Leadership Skills Role Plays:

U06a2 – Leadership Skills Role Play 1: Family Practice

U07a1 – Leadership Skills Role Play 2: Individual Session: Addiction

U08a2 – Leadership Skills Role Play 3: Individual Session - Mandated Therapy

U09a1 – Leadership Skills Role Play 4: Clinical Group Facilitation

U10a3 – Leadership Skills Role Play 5: Macro Social Work - Crisis Intervention

Competency
1: C1.SP.A;
C1.SP.B;
C1.SP.C

Competency
2: C2.SP.A;
C2.SP.B

Competency
3: C3.SP.A;
C3.SP.B

Competency
4: C4.SP.A

Competency
7: C7.SP.D

U10a4 – Week 10 Synchronous Session Attendance

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:



Course Prerequisites

Prerequisite(s): SWK5012; completion of, or concurrent registration in, SWK5013. Cannot be fulfilled by transfer. 

Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities.
(C1.SP.A)

1

Articulate and provide leadership in the application of the core values and ethical standards of the social work
profession through an ethical problem solving model to aid in critical thinking, affective reactions and ethical decision
making related to individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to guide and inform ethical practice in
the specialization of advanced generalist social work. (C1.SP.B)

2

Integrate the ethical and effective use of technology at all levels of practice in the specialization of advanced generalist
social work with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.C)

3

Apply leadership skills, decision making and technology to engage in collaborative practice with individuals, families,
groups, organizations, and communities to advocate for appropriate services, resources and supports to achieve goals
and foster positive change.(C3.SP.A; C3.SP.B; C6.SP.A, C6.SP.B)

4

Apply leadership behaviors by engaging in reflective and professional practices that address and advance social,
economic, and environmental justice issues. (C3.SP.B)

5

Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse
populations. (C2.SP.B)

6

Apply leadership skills; technology, critical thinking, decision-making, and interpersonal skills in the specialization of
advanced generalist practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals.
(C3.SP.A)

7

Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist
practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

8

Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and
program evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of
advanced generalist practice settings. (C4.SP.A)

9

(Engage) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills to actively engage in
the specialization of advanced generalist practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to
achieve goals. (C6.SP.D)

10

(Assess) Apply assessment instruments, leadership, technology, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills to identify
problems, and assess and analyze capacities, strengths, and needs of individuals, families, groups, organizations, and
communities. (C7.SP.D)

11

(Intervene) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills in the specialization of advanced
generalist practice interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals.
(C8.SP.D)

12

(Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills in the specialization of
advanced generalist practice evaluation of interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and
communities. (C9.SP.E)

13

Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social
work profession.

14
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u01s1 - Activity Overview

u01s2 - What You Need to Know

The Campbell Family
The Campbell family will be coming to therapy this week to discuss
the increasing difficulties they experience in their home life. You will
have the opportunity to work with the entire family and assist them
in conceptualizing their concerns from their perspective. You will
focus on the ethical issues, cultural perspectives, and develop an
authentic professional relationship during your therapy session.

This week we address what Thomson and Stepney (2017) describe as an effort to “present a clear platform of understanding of: the nature, role and
importance of theory; the relationship between theories and methods; the role of critically reflective practice; and the idea of “theorizing practice,” (p. 9).
By doing this we will attempt to break down theory, methods, and values to engage in an authentic professional relationship.

Reference

Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN: 9781138629783.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Examine the intersection of theory and practice in social work, explore key concepts in existential theory, find out about
what fieldwork will mean in your program, explore the client engagement system in social work, and review the ethical standards that apply in social
work.

• Prepare: Prepare to use Adobe Connect in course activities.
• Discussion: Use the PCS analysis framework to identify areas that affect the Campbell family as presented in the Campbell Family Case Study

interactive media activity. In addition, consider what theory you would use when selecting an intervention in the issue that is described.
• Assignment: As you begin this course, use a rating form to self-assess your mastery of skills necessary for professional social workers.
• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
In this week's first discussion you will use the PCS analysis framework to identify areas that affect the Campbell family as presented in the Campbell
Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will also consider what theory you would use when selecting an intervention in the issue that is
described.

Assignment Overview
As you begin this course, use a rating form to self-assess your mastery of skills necessary for professional social workers.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Theory and Practice
Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge.

• Read Chapter 1, "Theory and methods in a practice context," pages 9–25.

This chapter will help to explain how to bridge theory and practice, engage in critical reflective practice, and understand discrimination and oppression
from a PCS-analysis framework. Skills that need to be developed and operationalized include (but are not limited to) creativity, analysis, self-
management, and interpersonal skills.
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• To enhance your understanding of theorizing practice, access and read the National Association of Social Workers' 2005 document NASW
Standards for Clinical Social Work in Social Work Practice in order to develop an understanding of NASW's standards for clinical social work. To
access the NASW standards, go to National Association of Social Workers. Under the heading About, click Ethics.

Existential Theory
Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge.

• Read Chapter 9, "Existentialism," pages 129–140.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Chang, B. G., & Chang. (2009). Existentialism. In S. W. Littlejohn, & K. A. Foss (Eds.), Encyclopedia of communication theory (pp. 1–4). Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Collins, C. (1996). Existentialism. In J. J. Chambliss (Ed.), Philosophy of education: an encyclopedia (pp. 1–7). New York, NY: Routledge.

View the Existential Theory [PDF] chart to learn key aspects of this theory.

Field Education Orientation
Review the Field Education Requirements on Campus for information about fieldwork in social work programs.

Review the MSW Field Education Manual for specifics on many aspects of social work fieldwork.

If you have consulted the MSW Field Education Manual but are in need of additional consultation, please email mswfield@capella.edu with a request for
a phone consultation.

Engaging the Client System
View the document Setting the Stage for the Social Work Engagement Process [PDF] to learn more about the client engagement system.

Ethics in Social Work Practice
Review the Ethics in Social Work Practice [PDF] document to review the ethical principles that underlie the practice of social work and to take a look at
ethical decision making.

If you want to learn more on this topic, you may view the following optional video:

• Microtraining Associates. Counseling and psychotherapy ethics: Self-awareness, competence, and boundaries. (2017). Retrieved from
https://video-alexanderstreet-com.library.capella.edu/watch/counseling-and-psychotherapy-ethics-self-awareness-competence-and-boundaries

Cultural Competence
• Access and read the National Association of Social Workers' 2015 document NASW Standards and Indicators for Cultural Competence in Social

Work Practice [PDF].

In preparation for using Zoom to attend synchronous (live) and asynchronous (recorded) meetings in this course, complete the following:

• Install your headset on your computer or phone, if you have not already done so, using the installation instructions included in the package.
• Test your webcam, headphones and audio before attending the session. If your webcam or audio is not working during the live session, you will be

counted as absent.

Note: If you require the use of assistive technology or alternative communication methods to participate in this activity, please contact Disability Services
to request accommodations.
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Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. Learners may not be engaging in any
other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct themselves as if
they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are engaging in other
activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner during the session
(examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends, shopping, riding or driving
in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the camera moving around or
facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent. Learners may be referred for
a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if they are not prepared with
professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will also remain on webcam for
the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and hear the learner, so it is
imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet connection will be able to
keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be counted as absent for the
session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner may be
counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all of the required
expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Social Work Roles
In the Interactive Learning Module, you meet the Campbell family: Karen (mom), Joe (dad), Jacob (son), and Kali (daughter).

For this question, consider the Campbell family as presented in the Campbell Family Case Study. They have come into your community mental health
office where you have been assigned to assist this family. The family presents as very upset that Jacob may have to go to jail for stealing the neighbor’s
vehicle. The family feels that it would be detrimental to his mental health and that it is "unfair" that he may be charged with a felony. The family feels that
they are being targeted because they are poor.

Complete the following:

1. Use the PCS analysis framework and identify areas that impact the Campbell family.

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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◦ Choose one family member to identify beliefs, attitudes and areas of prejudice they may be experiencing.
◦ Discuss the cultural level of stereotypes and assumptions that are intergenerational that impact the family.
◦ Evaluate the societal level that is impacting this family (race, class, gender, language groups, religion, sexuality, etc.). At this time, use your

assessment skills to determine which areas are the most impactful to them individually and as a family.

2. Critically reflect and identify which theories you would use to intervene with the above identified issues. You must use at least two theories to assess
the family issues.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Reference

Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN: 9781138629783

Course Resources

Assignment Overview
In this assignment, you will reflect on and self-assess your mastery of a variety of skills necessary for professional social workers as you begin this
course in order to effectively apply professional use of self. As you complete the course, you will use the same rating form to self-assess once again to
view the progress you feel you have made during this course.

As you begin, it is important to take time to reflect on and self-assess your current mastery of a variety of skills necessary to practice as a professional
social worker.

Assignment Description
In this assignment, you will reflect on and self-assess your mastery of a variety of skills necessary for professional social workers as you begin this
course in order to effectively apply professional use of self. As you complete the course, you will use the same rating form to self-assess once again to
view the progress you feel you have made during the course. You will compare and contrast responses to evaluate the development of your skillsets
during your course experience.

Assignment Instructions
Complete the Pre-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation and upload it into the assignment area.

Submit your assignment by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Sunday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 13: (Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills in the specialization of
advanced generalist practice evaluation of interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C9.SP.E)

◦ Completes Pre-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation demonstrating level of Leadership skills, Ethical skills, Technology skills,
Critical thinking skills, Leadership Behaviors, Advocacy, Theory Integration, Promote Change, Engagement skills, Diversity, Assessment
skills, Intervention skills, Evaluation skills, and Communication skills. (C1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9)

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Unit 2  Psychodynamic Theory and Narrative Therapy

u02s1 - Activity Overview

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Childhood Experiences
Things that happen in your formative years can have repercussions
long after childhood is over. This week, you will have an opportunity
to explore the implications of events from Campbell family
members' childhoods that continues to impact them today. You will
be using psychodynamic and narrative theoretical perspectives and
interventions to support your client as they process their conscious
and unconscious experiences.

Psychodynamic theory emphasizes the interaction between the coconscious and unconscious mind and how these interactions impact our thoughts,
feelings, emotions, and behaviors. Psychodynamic therapy is an insight-oriented therapy that will help our clients process both conscious and
unconscious thoughts, while providing insight into how our past impacts our current behaviors. Psychodynamic therapy focuses on emotions that have
been expressed and determines a clear intervention, thus concentrating on “improving psychological function as broadly as possible” (Payne, 2017, p.
74).

Narrative Approach allows the client to tell their story. Social workers must be cognizant that these experiences emerged in and across a lifespan, within
a cultural context, and have implications from intergenerational experiences. Social workers can use these two theories to engage a client, hear their
story, and assess the childhood experiences, emotions, feelings, and behaviors as they process anti-oppressive theories, identify social constructs, and
listen to internal narratives as they relate to the current client situation.

Reference

Payne, M., in Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN: 9781138629783

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Learn about psychodynamic theory, narrative theory, assessment tools, and group leadership skills, and view a faculty
demo video about mistakes to avoid with clients.

• Discussion: Apply psychodynamic and narrative approaches to analyze a member of the Campbell family (from the Campbell Family Case Study)
and provide evidence-based interventions to assist that family member.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
For this week's discussion you will apply psychodynamic and narrative approaches to analyze a member of the Campbell family (from the Campbell
Family Case Study) and provide evidence-based interventions to assist that family member.
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Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Psychodynamic Theory
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 4, "Psychodynamic Theory," pages 65–77. In this chapter you will examine how psychodynamic theory influences the understanding of
human behavior, defense mechanisms, and the way the mind and body interact.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Berzoff, J. & Kokaliari, E. (2017). Psychodynamic theory. In F. Moghaddam (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of political behavior (pp. 674–675).
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Bornstein, R., Maracic, C. & Natoli, A. (2018). The psychodynamic perspective. In V. Zeigler-Hill & T. K. Shackelford, The SAGE handbook of
personality and individual differences (pp. 52–82). London: Sage.

If you want to learn more on this topic, you may view the following optional video:

• Alexander Street (Producer). (2018). Psychodynamic therapy [Video]. Counseling Theories in Action. Alexandria, VA: Microtraining Associates.

Narrative Theory
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 8, "Narrative Approaches," pages 117–128. The narrative approach assists us with understanding the client's story from a humanistic
perspective.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Rice, R. (2015). Narrative therapy. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling and psychotherapy (pp. 696–700).
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

View the following videos related to narrative therapy:

• Theories in Action: Narrative Therapy.
• The University of Texas-Austin. (2008). Narrative therapy [Video]. | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIaMI4bVtLA

View the Narrative Theory [PDF] table to learn about key aspects of this theory.

Faculty Demo Video
View the video Professional Demonstration: Common Mistakes to learn about mistakes to avoid with clients.

Assessment Tools
When conducting individual client assessments you should include the following information:

1. Identifying information.
2. Reason for referral/presenting concern:

◦ Referral source.
◦ Summary of the presenting concern.
◦ Summary of strengths and resources (actual and potential).
◦ Impact of the presenting issues/challenges.
◦ Person(s) in client status and family description and functioning.

3. Relevant history:
◦ Family of origin history/family of choice history.
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◦ Relevant developmental history.
◦ Educational and occupational history.
◦ Religious (spiritual) development.
◦ Social relationships.
◦ Dating/marital/sexual relations.
◦ Medical/psychological health.
◦ Legal.
◦ Environmental conditions.
◦ Human rights issues that may impact the situation.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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Unit 3  Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Humanistic Theory, and Crisis Interventions

Psychodynamic Theory and Narrative Approaches
Psychodynamic theory gives social workers the ability to understand the impact of childhood experiences during the development of their formative
years. Psychodynamic theory helps explain the impact of our rational mind and emotional reactions and the ways defensive mechanisms develop and
support current behaviors. Narrative approaches provide a safe space for the client to share and ultimately deconstruct their life experiences. They allow
the client to engage in telling their story and provide an opportunity for the therapist to connect meaning back to the client's experience.

Complete the following:

1. View the Campbell Family Case Study prior to responding to this discussion.
2. Pick one of the family members: Karen (mom), Joe (dad), Kali (17), or Jacob (15).
3. Respond to the following from a psychodynamic perspective and with narrative techniques. Use theoretical information to back up your statements.

◦ Identify one Campbell family member and discuss how childhood experiences would have impacted their development and now impacts
current behaviors. Use a psychodynamic perspective to develop this argument.

◦ Identify two defensive mechanisms and how the family member is using them to either continue specific behaviors and/or to protect
themselves.

◦ Provide (at least) two evidence-based interventions that would assist this Campbell family member during this session, as you discuss
childhood experiences and current impact to client issues or concerns.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

A Brush with the Law
Jacob Campbell has been arrested for stealing a car. This week,
you will explore ways you could work with Jacob to deal with the
consequences he faces as a result of being arrested and now being
required to see you in therapy. You will explore how cognitive
behavioral therapy, humanistic therapy, and crisis interventions
could assist you in your work.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Behavioral approaches to social work stem from theorists Pavlov (1927), Skinner (1953), and Bandura (1977) who identified the importance of the
influence of behaviors. Later theorists, Ellis (1962) and Beck (1989) linked thinking and behavior. The Cognitive Behavioral Therapy approach addresses
our understanding of thinking, connects it to our feelings, and links these to understanding the impact on our behaviors.

Social workers should be able to understand the link to thinking, feelings, emotions, and behaviors to effectively work with clients. Additionally, crisis
intervention re-sets our homeostasis and current level of functioning. As social workers, we want clients to be functioning within their normal range prior
to challenging thinking patterns and behavioral influences. This week you will examine crisis interventions and cognitive behavioral therapies.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore the key aspects of Cognitive-Behavioral Theory and Humanistic Theory, review NASW standards for cultural
competence, read about crisis intervention and responding to the thoughts and feelings of clients. Then view a faculty demo video to learn more
about theory application, assessment, evaluation, and intervention.

• Discussion: Use three theories (Cognitive-Behavioral, Humanistic, Crisis Intervention) to propose ways to support the Campbell family (from the
Campbell Family Case Study) after a family member has been arrested for theft.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
In this week's discussion you will use three theories (Cognitive-Behavioral, Humanistic Theory, Crisis Intervention) to propose ways to support the
Campbell family (from the Campbell Family Case Study) after a family member has been arrested for theft.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Cognitive-Behavioral Theory
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 5, “Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy,” pages 44–62.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Gold, M. S., & Adamec, C. (2016). Cognitive behavioral therapy. In M. S. Gold, & C. Adamec, Facts on File library of health and living: The
encyclopedia of depression (2nd ed.) (pp. 1–4). Facts On File.

• Rice, R. (2015). Cognitive-behavioral therapy. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling and psychotherapy (pp. 195–
199). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Gambrill, E. (2012). Behavioural perspectives. In M. Gray, J. Midgley, & S. A. Webb, The SAGE handbook of social work (pp. 143–160). London:
Sage.

Review the Cognitive Therapy/CBT [PDF] document to learn key points about the theory.

View the following videos about the application of theory:

• Theories in Action: Cognitive Therapy.
• Theories in Action: Behavioral Therapy.
• Florida Atlantic University. (2016). Behavior theory: DBT clinical demonstration [Video] | Transcript Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_gPcDRVALVo
• Barker, R. (2014). Case study clinical example CBT [Video] | Transcript University of Leeds and Leeds Trinity University. Retrieved from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LD8iC4NqXM
• Behavior Therapy: DBT Clinical Demonstration | Transcript.
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• Case Study Clinical Example CBT | Transcript.

If you want to learn about person-centered therapy, you may view the following optional video:

• Counselling Channel (Producer). (2016). Introduction to person-centred theory [Video]. Glastonbury, England: Counselling Channel.

Faculty Demo Video
View the video Professional Demonstration: Theory Application, Assessment, Evaluation, and Intervention to learn more about these topics.

Humanistic Theory
Review the Humanistic Theories [PDF] document to learn key points about these theories.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Anonymous. (2016). Humanistic theories. In L. J. Cohen, Handy answer book series: The handy psychology answer book (2nd ed.) (pp. 1–6).
Canton, MI: Visible Ink Press. Canton, MI: Visible Ink Press.

• Shaw, M. (2017). Humanistic theoretical framework. In A. Wenzel (Ed.), The sage encyclopedia of abnormal and clinical psychology (Vol. 1, pp.
1707–1710). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• In Grant, J. & Austin, M. (2014). Incorporating social justice principles into social work practice. In M. J. Austin (Ed.), Social justice and social work:
Rediscovering a core value of the profession (pp. 357–370). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, read the section of the chapter titled, "Defining Humanistic
Social Work."

Crisis Intervention
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 7, "Crisis Intervention," pages 105–116.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Cournoyer, B. (2012). Crisis intervention. In M. Gray, J. Midgley, & S. A. Webb, The SAGE handbook of social work (pp. 248–263). London: SAGE
Publications.

Interacting with Clients
Read Responding to Thoughts and Feelings [PDF] to learn about ways to respond to a client.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner may be
counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all of the required
expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

CBT, Humanistic, and Crisis Interventions
Stepney and Davis (Chapter 5) identify the importance of working with clients to understand their thoughts and emotions. Cognitive Behavioral theory
argues that clients have "core beliefs" that are influential and impactful in how they experience the world. The humanistic perspective emphasizes
empathy and seeing the good in people. In crisis intervention we get clients to their normal level of functioning, seeing them as good, and then
appropriately challenge their thinking as a way to reshape and restructure harmful patterns in the client's life. Remember that clinicians have power and
we must ensure that we are recognizing the client's rights, avoid telling the client what to do, and are respectful of their process.

For this discussion, identify how you would use these three theories/interventions (Cognitive-Behavioral, Humanistic, Crisis Intervention) to support
working with the Campbell family immediately after Jacob was arrested for stealing a car. Provide an explanation of what you would do and why, using
components of these theories, and then discuss which evidence-based interventions you would use and why.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Reference

Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Unit 4  Family Therapy and Mediation

u04s1 - Activity Overview

u04s2 - What You Need to Know

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Intergenerational Issues
Like many families, the Campbell family struggles to understand
intergenerational issues, patterns of communication, and behavioral
norms within the home. The family will need support for
understanding the potential harm of their current behaviors and
interactions. By building your skills for dealing with these issues you
will be able to support families like the Campbells as they seek a
better family life.

The Council of Social Work Education lists assessment as one of the core competencies within social work. The ability to collect, organize, and interpret
client data; assess strengths and limitations; develop goals; and select intervention strategies is vital in the social work generalist intervention model.
Assessment occurs on all levels. This week, take advantage of the opportunity to review and understand the impact of the family system to further
develop and expand your intervention skills.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore mediation and key aspects of family therapy within the generalist intervention model.
• Discussion: Review the Campbell Family case study and use Bowen's Family Systems Theory to conceptualize how this family functions and

identify appropriate interventions.
• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
For this week's discussion you will review the Campbell Family case study and use Bowen's Family Systems Theory to conceptualize how this family
functions and identify appropriate interventions.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.
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Mediation
Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge.

• Read Chapter 11, "Mediation," pages 153–165.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Nelson, R. (2019). Mediation in therapy. In J. Damico & M. Ball (Eds.), The SAGE encyclopedia of human communication sciences and disorders
(Vol. 1, pp. 1141–1143). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Family Therapy
Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge.

• Read Chapter 13, "Family Therapy," pages 180–190.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Corcoran, J. (2012). Family perspectives. In M. Gray, J. Midgley, & S. A. Webb, The SAGE handbook of social work (pp. 161–175). London: Sage.
• Colapinto, J. (2015). Structural family therapy. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling and psychotherapy (pp. 967–

971). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
• Handley, V. A., Bradshaw, S. D., Milstead, K. A., & Bean, R. A. (2019). Exploring similarity and stability of differentiation in relationships: A dyandic

study of Bowen's theory. Journal of Marital and Family Therapy, 45(4), 592–605.
• Warmingham, J. M., Rogosch, F. A., & Cicchetti, D. (2020). Intergenerational maltreatment and child emotion dysregulation Child Abuse & Neglect,
102, 1–11.

Review the Structural Family Therapy [PDF] document to learn key facts about family therapy.

You will acquire an understanding of mediation and family therapy within the generalist intervention model.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Family Therapy and Mediation
Review the Campbell Family Case Study and identify the intergenerational issues and interactional patterns of communication and behavior. Review the
family system and the differentiation of self. Use Bowen's family systems theory to conceptualize how this family functions and use this as a guide to
understanding the family dynamics and to appropriately identify which interventions you will use and why.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Group Work
Karen Campbell has become involved in a grief counseling group,
discussing the many losses that have resulted from her drinking.
The losses include disconnection from her family and husband, loss
of employment, low self-esteem, and other issues. The grief group
is supportive in nature, using a strengths-based lens, and will
provide psychoeducation, support, and feedback on her current
behaviors. The social worker's role is to be empathetic, authentic,
challenging, and assist with solution-focused outcomes.

Solution focused therapy is the process of working with clients to identify and clarify goals. Interventions include, but are not limited to, scaling questions,
the miracle question, using empathy, and compliments to encourage recognition of personal strengths. Group work is when individuals come together for
a common purpose. Group work requires solidarity as well as individuality. Being able to run a group requires the ability to move from one person back to
the group process, and back again to the individual. Social workers need to develop group empathy, set clear boundaries and expectations, challenge
clients, and disrupt negative group think. Working with groups will help expand your therapeutic toolbox so you can navigate individual and group needs.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Delve into key facts about Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, group work, and the NASW standards for social work case
management.

• Discussion: Describe the grief and loss group you will facilitate this week, explain how you will set the tone for the group, describe interventions
you plan to use, and explain how you will shift from individual solution-focused work back to the main group. You will use literature to support your
evidence-based interventions.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
In this week's discussion you will describe the grief and loss group you will facilitate this week, explain how you will set the tone for the group, describe
interventions you plan to use, and explain how you will shift from individual solution-focused work back to the main group. You will use literature to
support your evidence-based interventions.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Solution-Focused Therapy
Read the Solution-Focused Brief Therapy [PDF] document to familiarize yourself with key facts about the theory.

The following videos provide an introduction to solution focused therapy:

• Australian Institute of Professional Counselor. (2013). Role play: Solution focused therapy [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T33j_ZETzUs

• Theories in Action: Solution-Focused Therapy.

In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 10, "Solution Focused Practices," pages 141–152.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:
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• Miller, E., & Marini, I. (2015). Solution-Focused brief psychotherapy. In M. A. Stebnicki, The professional counselor's desk reference (2nd ed.) (pp.
1–8). New York, NY: Springer.

• George, E., Iveson, C. & Ratner, H. (2015). Solution-focused brief therapy. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling
and psychotherapy (pp. 947–950). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Group Work
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN:9781138629783, read the
following:

• Chapter 14, "Group Work," pages 191–201.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Popa, M. (2017). About groups and group work approaches. Social Work Review / Revista de Asistenta Sociala, 1, 49–63.

Group Leadership Skills
Review the Group Leadership Skills [PDF] document to review skills essential to effective leadership in a group therapy session.

Case Management
Read the National Association of Social Workers' 2013 document NASW Standards for Social Work Case Management in order to construct an
understanding of the standards for social work case management. To access the NASW standards, go to the National Association of Social Workers
website.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Solution Focused and Group Work
This week you are facilitating a group on grief and loss (please remember, grief and loss are not just related to death). Please provide an explanation of
the grief and loss group you are facilitating, how you will set the tone of the group, what interventions you will plan to use, and how you will shift from
individual solution-focused work back to the main group. You are required to use literature from the theories covered this week or in any previous week to
ensure you understand theories and evidenced-based interventions.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Ecological Perspective
Karen Campbell is in individual therapy this week, focusing on her
previous traumas, family discord, and current drinking. Her
therapist's goal this week is to help her view these issues from an
ecological perspective and from social pedagogy. Social workers
need to understand competing social factors, as well as their impact
across the ecological perspective. Assisting Karen in understanding
her experience across the micro, mezzo, and macro perspectives
may help Karen understand how all these contributing factors are
impacting her life.

Hämäläinen, in chapter 12, of Social Work Theory and Methods: The Essentials, states that social pedagogy is the holistic term for treating people with
dignity and respect. This perspective includes exploring and understanding the community perspective and societal responsibilities. This theoretical
framework connects social policies, social work, and organizational perspective to understand individuals. It overlaps with community-based social work,
and working with vulnerable populations. The ecological perspective focuses on how the micro, mezzo, and macro practices overlap and influence one
another.

With regard to both social pedagogy and ecological theories, NASW challenges social workers to "prevent and eliminate domination of, exploitation of,
and discrimination against any person, group, or class on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or
expression, age, marital status, political belief, religion, immigration status, or mental or physical disability" (National Association of Social Workers, n.d.).

References

Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge. ISBN: 9781138629783.

National Association of Social Workers. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.naswdc.org

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore key aspects of social pedagogy and ecological theories and research possible evidence-based interventions
that might be of use in the case of Karen Campbell.

• Discussion: Identify the micro, mezzo, and macro perspectives of the therapeutic issues in Karen Campbell's case (from the Campbell Family
Case Study). You will describe your assessment from ecological and social pedagogy perspectives and discuss evidence-based interventions you
would use in the case.

• Assignment: Write a 3–4 page paper explaining your vision for leading effectively as a social worker, supporting your vision with a theoretical
perspective and an evidence-based approach.

• Assignment: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills
Role Play 1: Family Practice, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
For the discussion this week, you will identify the micro, mezzo, and macro perspectives of the therapeutic issues in Karen Campbell's case (from the
Campbell Family Case Study). You will describe your assessment from ecological and social pedagogy perspectives and discuss evidence-based
interventions you would use in the case.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will write a 3–4 page paper explaining your vision for leading effectively as a social worker, supporting your vision with a
theoretical perspective and an evidence-based approach.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in
Leadership Skills Role Play 1: Family Practice, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.
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Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Social Pedagogy
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge, read the following:

• Chapter 12, "Social Pedagogy," pages 166–179.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Hämäläinen, J. (2015). Defining social pedagogy: Historical, theoretical and practical considerations. British Journal of Social Work, 45(3), 1022–
1038.

View the following website, which contains information about how participants in foster care put social pedagogy into practice.

• The Fostering Network. (2016). Social pedagogy in practice. Retrieved from https://www.thefosteringnetwork.org.uk/policy-practice/head-heart-
hands/social-pedagogy-in-practice

Ecological Theories
In Thompson, N., & Stepney, P. (2017). Social work theory and methods: The essentials. New York, NY: Routledge, read the following:

• Chapter 15, "Ecological Theories," pages 202–214.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Jack, G. (2012). Ecological perspective. In M. Gray, J. Midgley, & S. A. Webb, The SAGE handbook of social work (pp. 129–142). London: Sage.

Academic Research
Use the Capella Library to research evidence-based interventions that might be of use in the case of Karen Campbell, as described in the Campbell
Family Case Study. You may want to use this information in this week's discussion.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Ecological and Social Pedagogy Perspectives
This week's content examines and discusses strategies and standards of case management, the ecological perspective, and social pedagogy. We
continue looking at Karen Campbell's case, as described in the Campbell Family Case Study:

Karen Campbell, who was referred by her physician for counseling for case management services, reports being overwhelmed and depressed due to her
children's recent legal and addiction issues. She reports being very worried about her children and consumed by their issues. As a result, her marriage is
starting to suffer. Karen reports she has had anxiety about her marriage, as her parents divorced after her brother committed suicide as a teenager. She
states her "marriage cannot survive ongoing crisis with teenagers" and she is "afraid that I am going to shut down and my husband will find attention
somewhere else, just like my parents did." She reports not eating or sleeping well. In addition, Karen denies that her drinking is a problem but her family
reports that she drinks so much on a daily basis that she often passes out at night.

In your initial post for this discussion, respond to the following:

1. Identify the micro, mezzo, and macro perspectives of the therapeutic issues in this case and the reasons for those perspectives. Describe your
assessment from an ecological perspective and a social pedagogy perspective.

2. Discuss the evidence-based interventions you would use to intervene for each area of concern. Use theories discussed thus far in this course to
support your assessment and interventions.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Assignment Instructions
For this assignment, write a paper explaining your vision for leading effectively as a social worker. In your explanation, apply a theoretical perspective
from social work and a leadership style (as examples, leadership styles might include transformational, transactional, Laissez-Faire, or other leadership
styles). Use an evidence-based approach to explain your chosen leadership style and evaluate the skill set (strengths and weaknesses) associated with
the leadership style that guides your approach.

Submit your assignment by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Sunday.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Your paper should be well organized and written in clear, succinct language, with no technical writing errors, as expected

of a social work professional. The Capella Writing Center can provide resources to help with this requirement.
• References: References and citations are formatted in consistent style. Follow current APA Style and Format for citing sources that support your

leadership vision.
• Number of resources: Use a minimum of three scholarly resources related to the content of the assignment.
• Length of paper: Approximately 3–4 typed, double-spaced pages, in addition to the title and references pages.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Note: Your instructor may use the Writing Feedback Tool when grading this assignment. The Writing Feedback Tool is designed to provide you with
guidance and resources to develop your writing based on five core skills. You will find writing feedback in the Scoring Guide for the assignment, once
your work has been evaluated.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Apply leadership skills and demonstrate how to lead as a social worker.

• Competency 5: Apply leadership behaviors by engaging in reflective and professional practices that address and advance social, economic, and
environmental justice issues. (C3.SP.B)

◦ Evaluate the skill set associated with a social work leadership style, including strengths and weaknesses.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Apply a theoretical perspective to leadership in social work (strengths based, ecological perspective, multicultural, solution-focused, etc.).

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Identify scholarly evidence to support a leadership style in social work.

• Competency 10: (Engage) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills to actively engage in the
specialization of advanced generalist practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals. (C6.SP.D)

◦ Identify a preferred leadership style for social work practitioners (transformational, transactional, laissez faire, etc.).

Assignment Instructions
You must open this role play assignment (as if you were submitting an assignment) and submit a comment in the text box that indicates you are
completing Leadership Skills Role Play 1 (for example, "I will be completing Leadership Skills Role Play 1."). This action creates a scoring opportunity for
your instructor to provide feedback. If you do not submit this assignment (comment in text box), your instructor will not be able to evaluate your role play.
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Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m.Central time on Wednesday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Introduce self using professionalism and therapeutic techniques, continuing to develop comfort and ease; all information including name,

academic and licensure level, informed consent, and confidentiality are presented.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate engagement skills: Pay attention to nonverbals, use understandable words, summarize, reflect, use verbal and non-verbal
reinforcers, speak briefly, and use empathy.

• Competency 7: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate assessment skills: Identify the problem, ask appropriate open-ended questions, identify intergenerational themes, mental health
concerns, body language, congruent and incongruent language/behavior, and use critical thinking.

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate intervention skills: Set clear boundaries, use silence, redirect, provide resources, provide psychoeducation, and appropriately
use intrapersonal skills, such as genuineness, empathic listening and active listening.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Demonstrate evaluation skills: Summarize session, provide non-judgmental and non-biased insights, understand the client view and provide
clarification.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations for members of the social work profession.

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Mandated Therapy
Jacob Campbell is currently on probation due to car theft charges
and per legal requirements is now required to be in mandatory
therapy. As his therapist, you will use Gestalt theory and
motivational interviewing techniques to help him uncover his
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. Jacob is a difficult client who
does not want to be in therapy, does not identify what he did as
wrong, and thinks the system is out to get him. You will have to use
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a lot of previously learned techniques to develop a rapport with him
and then move in to apply your new skills associated with Gestalt
therapy and motivational interviewing.

This unit explores Gestalt theory and motivational interviewing.

Gestalt therapy is an existential form of psychotherapy that encourages clients to take personal responsibility and be in the here and now, the present
moment. This therapy assists with helping the individual see themselves as a whole, not as individual parts, through the process of being grounded. Frew
(2019) adds in the importance of high and low context of communication as this relates to our historical, cultural, situational, and relational experiences
as we develop our sense of self and learn to communicate effectively.

Motivational interviewing is the process of expressing empathy, developing discrepancies, rolling with resistance, challenging, and helping with self-
sufficiency. Both of these modalities can assist you when working with clients who feel stuck or that they cannot be helped. Use the literature and
information provided to practice these skills.

Reference

Frew, J. (2019). Gestalt groups 2018 and beyond: Alternate tunings required. Gestalt Review, 23(2), 165–186.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Examine key aspects of Gestalt Theory and Motivational Interviewing. Complete an interactive activity to identify values
that are important to you.

• Discussion: Identify one of the family members you will be engaging in mandated therapy and use Gestalt techniques and Motivational
Interviewing techniques to describe how you would work with this client, using evidence-based interventions.

• Assignment: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills
Role Play 2: Individual Session - Addiction, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
For this week's discussion you will identify one of the family members you will be engaging in mandated therapy and use Gestalt techniques and
Motivational Interviewing techniques to describe how you would work with this client, using evidence-based interventions.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in
Leadership Skills Role Play 2: Individual Session - Addiction, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Gestalt Theory
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Resnick, R. (2015). Gestalt therapy. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling and psychotherapy (pp. 457–461).
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Anonymous. (2004). Gestalt therapy. In W. E. Craighead, & C. B. Nemeroff (Eds.), The concise Corsini encyclopedia of psychology and behavioral
science (3rd ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

• Brownell, P. (2015). Gestalt therapy. In M. A. Stebnicki, The professional counselor's desk reference (2nd ed.) (pp. 1–7). New York, NY: Springer.
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• Frew, J. (2019). Gestalt groups 2018 and beyond: Alternate tunings required. Gestalt Review, 23(2), 165–186.

View the Gestalt Theory [PDF] document to learn key characteristics of this theory.

If you want to learn more on this topic, you may view the following optional videos:

• Alexander Street (Producer). (2018). Gestalt therapy [Video]. Counseling Theories in Action. Alexandria, VA: Microtraining Associates.
• Alexander Street (Producer). (2011). Counselling therapies, session 2: Gestalt therapy [Video]. Therapies In-Action. Fortitude Valley, Queensland:

Australian Institute of Professional Counsellors.

Motivational Interviewing
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Dean, L. (2015). Motivational interviewing. In E. Neukrug (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of theory in counseling and psychotherapy (pp. 669–672).
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Corbett, G. (2015). Motivational interviewing. In M. A. Stebnicki, The professional counselor's desk reference (2nd ed.) (pp. 1–7). New York, NY:
Springer.

• Treasure, J., & Maissi, E. (2007). Motivational interviewing. In S. Ayers, A. Baum, C. McManus, & et. al. (Eds.), Cambridge handbook of
psychology, health and medicine (2nd ed.) (pp. 1–8). New York, NY: Cambridge University Press.

• DeVargas, E. C., & Stormshak, E. A. (2020). Motivational interviewing skills as predictors of change in emerging adult risk behavior. Professional
Psychology: Research and Practice, 51(1), 16–24.

• Cigrang, J. A., Fedynich, A. L., Nichting, E. M. S., Frederick, S. A. L., Schumm, J. A., & Auguste, C. B. (2020). Brief motivational interview–based
intervention for women in jail with history of drug addiction and sex-trading. Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, 51(1), 25–33.

Values
Respond to the items on the Values Exercise [PDF] and be prepared to discuss them with your peers.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Motivational Interviewing and Gestalt Theory
Identify one of the family members from the Campbell Family Case Study that you will be engaging in mandated therapy and use Gestalt techniques and
Motivational Interviewing techniques to describe how you would work with this client. Because this is a mandated therapy session, you can assume this
will be a hostile client who is not interested in being in therapy; additionally, the client has a lot of anger, frustration, and irritability that accompanies him
or her to therapy. Please use evidence-based interventions from the Gestalt therapy and motivational interviewing skills to effectively work with this client.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Assignment Instructions
You must open this role play assignment (as if you were submitting an assignment) and submit a comment in the text box that indicates you are
completing Leadership Skills Role Play 2 (for example, "I will be completing Leadership Skills Role Play 2."). This action creates a scoring opportunity for
your instructor to provide feedback. If you do not submit this assignment (comment in text box), your instructor will not be able to evaluate your role play.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m.Central time on Wednesday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Introduce self using professionalism and therapeutic techniques, continuing to develop comfort and ease; all information including name,

academic and licensure level, informed consent, and confidentiality are presented.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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◦ Demonstrate engagement skills: Pay attention to nonverbals, use understandable words, summarize, reflect, use verbal and non-verbal
reinforcers, speak briefly, and use empathy.

• Competency 7: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate assessment skills: Identify the problem, ask appropriate open-ended questions, identify intergenerational themes, mental health
concerns, body language, congruent and incongruent language/behavior, and use critical thinking.

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate intervention skills: Set clear boundaries, use silence, redirect, provide resources, provide psychoeducation, and appropriately
use intrapersonal skills, such as genuineness, empathic listening and active listening.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Demonstrate evaluation skills: Summarize session, provide non-judgmental and non-biased insights, understand the client view and provide
clarification.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations for members of the social work profession.

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Culture and Intersectionality
This week, you will assist one member of the Campbell family in
self-evaluation from a cultural perspective and through the lens of
intersectionality. You will help the family member understand how
race, gender, class, age, sexual orientation, and other factors
impact worldviews, experiences, and outcomes in life.

As we complete this course, we will take a cumulative and reflective position on how we can apply and sustain our work as social workers, taking stock
from many perspectives and through many theoretical lenses. The field of social work involves many ethical considerations. NASW's standards for
cultural competence recognize the importance of cross-cultural knowledge and skill in direct practice, combined with self-awareness of cultural
limitations. In our ever-developing community and culture, cultural competence is a moving framework. Self-awareness, leadership, and advocacy for
change are imperative for a healthy social work practice.

This week we will explore cultural competence and how to apply related core competencies as an advanced generalist social worker. We want to focus
particularly on the importance of working with marginalized groups of people. This means using emotional intelligence, empathy, and multiculturalism to
understand the perspective of someone who has experienced discrimination due to being a woman, person of color, or living in poverty, because of
religious affiliation, language, etc. Multiculturalism is the ability to acknowledge, recognize, and validate the experiences of others through their lens.
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Reference

National Association of Social Workers. (2003). NASW standards for continuing professional education [PDF]. Retrieved from
http://www.naswdc.org/practice/standards/NASWContinuingEdStandards.pdf

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore the NASW Social Workers' Code of Ethics and delve into cultural competence. View a video on pre-licensure
and review licensure resources on Campus.

• Discussion: Examine multicultural dimensions of the issues faced by the Campbell family (as described in the Campbell Family Case Study).
Select one family member and analyze issues of intersectionality (race, class, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, gender identity, etc.) that
impact him or her. Finally, suggest interventions that address this area of concern.

• Assignment: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills
Role Play 3: Individual Session - Mandated Therapy, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

• Assignment: Write a 3–4 page paper that describes the social work theory and evidence-based interventions you used in an individual meeting, a
family session, and a clinical group during your course role plays.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
In this week's discussion you will examine multicultural dimensions of the issues of the Campbell family (as described in the Campbell Family Case
Study). You will also select one family member and analyze issues of intersectionality (race, class, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, gender identity,
etc.) that impact him or her. Finally, you will suggest interventions that address this area of concern.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will write a 3–4 page paper that describes the social work theory and evidence-based interventions you used in an individual
meeting, a family session, and a clinical group during your course role plays.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in
Leadership Skills Role Play 3: Individual Session - Mandated Therapy, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Ethics
Review the National Association of Social Workers' "Code of Ethics" web page. To access the NASW Code of Ethics, go to the National Association of
Social Workers website and search for Code of Ethics.

Cultural Competence and Multicultural Therapy
Review the National Association of Social Workers' 2015 document NASW Standards and Indicators for Cultural Competence in Social Work Practice
[PDF].

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Comas-Díaz, L. (2017). Multicultural therapy. In A. Wenzel (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of abnormal and clinical psychology (Vol. 1, pp. 2156–
2158). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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• Anonymous. (2004). Multicultural counseling. In W. E. Craighead, & C. B. Nemeroff (Eds.), The concise Corsini encyclopedia of psychology and
behavioral science (3rd ed.) (pp. 1–4). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

If you want to learn more on this topic, you may view the following optional video:

• Alexander Street (Producer). (2017). Developing cultural humility and multicultural orientation [Video]. Alexandria, VA: Microtraining Associates.

Licensure
View the Pre-Licensure video recorded by the Capella Licensure Team to learn about requirements for MSW licensure expectations.

Review the Licensure Resources on Campus for additional information about licensure. From this web page you can request a personal consultation to
answer your questions about licensure.

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You will use information from this case study for activities throughout the

course.
• Note: Complete the Intervention tab in the media activity only for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies
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Multiculturalism and Intersectionality
We have spent the past several weeks discussing and examining best practices as they apply to the Campbell family as individuals and as a family. You
can review details about the Campbell family by viewing the Campbell Family Case Study. This week the focus is to address multicultural and
intersectional issues that may be impacting the family. Review the systemic issues that impact family values, perspectives, culture, and expectations
through a multicultural lens. Be sure to explore the privileges each family member has and any structural disadvantages the family might have from a
societal perspective. Examine how each family member may see the world from their intersectionality of gender, socioeconomic status, gender identity,
race, religion, cultural values, abilities, age, etc.

For your initial post:

1. Review the NASW Standards and Indicators for Cultural Competence in Social Work Practice [PDF] and apply the impact of two standards to either
an individual family member or to the entire family. Use multicultural theoretical perspectives to identify the issues and evidence-based interventions
for working with this area of concern.

2. Clearly identify the intersectionality (race, class, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, gender identity, etc.) of one family member and the impact on
their behavior, choices, and current perspectives as it relates to their experiences. Identify evidence-based interventions for this area of concern
from a social work perspective and explain why you selected them.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Assignment Instructions
For this assignment, write a paper that applies a social work theory and evidence-based interventions associated with your practice experience during
the role plays.

Describe a specific theory and an intervention used for each of the following:

• An individual meeting.
• A family session.
• A clinical group.

When developing your paper, use information from the course resources and from the synchronous sessions in which you participated. State what
interventions you used and why, which theory each intervention is associated with, and what research supports this intervention.

Submit your assignment by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Sunday.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Your paper should be well organized and written in clear, succinct language, with no technical writing errors, as expected

of a social work professional. The Capella Writing Center can provide resources to help with this requirement.
• References: References and citations are formatted in consistent style. Follow current APA Style and Format for citing sources that support your

leadership vision.
• Number of resources: Use a minimum of three scholarly resources related to the content of the assignment.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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• Length of paper: Approximately 3–4 typed, double-spaced pages, in addition to the title and references pages.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Note: Your instructor may use the Writing Feedback Tool when grading this assignment. The Writing Feedback Tool is designed to provide you with
guidance and resources to develop your writing based on five core skills. You will find writing feedback in the Scoring Guide for the assignment, once
your work has been evaluated.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Describe a theory used in an individual session and explain why it was used from an evidence-based perspective.
◦ Describe a theory used in a family session and explain why it was used from an evidence-based perspective.
◦ Describe a theory used in a clinical group and explain why it was used from an evidence-based perspective.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Describe an evidence-based intervention used in an individual session and why this intervention was used.

• Competency 13: (Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills in the specialization of
advanced generalist practice evaluation of interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C9.SP.E)

◦ Describe an evidence-based intervention used in a family session and why this intervention was used.
◦ Describe an evidence-based intervention used in a clinical group and why this intervention was used.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Use APA format to cite sources that support the application of theory and interventions in social work.

Assignment Instructions
You must open this role play assignment (as if you were submitting an assignment) and submit a comment in the text box that indicates you are
completing Leadership Skills Role Play 3 (for example, "I will be completing Leadership Skills Role Play 3."). This action creates a scoring opportunity for
your instructor to provide feedback. If you do not submit this assignment (comment in text box), your instructor will not be able to evaluate your role play.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m.Central time on Wednesday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Introduce self using professionalism and therapeutic techniques, continuing to develop comfort and ease; all information including name,

academic and licensure level, informed consent, and confidentiality are presented.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate engagement skills: Pay attention to nonverbals, use understandable words, summarize, reflect, use verbal and non-verbal
reinforcers, speak briefly, and use empathy.

• Competency 7: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate assessment skills: Identify the problem, ask appropriate open-ended questions, identify intergenerational themes, mental health
concerns, body language, congruent and incongruent language/behavior, and use critical thinking.

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate intervention skills: Set clear boundaries, use silence, redirect, provide resources, provide psychoeducation, and appropriately
use intrapersonal skills, such as genuineness, empathic listening and active listening.
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• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Demonstrate evaluation skills: Summarize session, provide non-judgmental and non-biased insights, understand the client view and provide
clarification.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations for members of the social work profession.

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction

Development and Attachment Theories
This week, Joe Campbell (the father in the Campbell family) will
seek to understand how attachment and psychosocial
developmental phases have impacted him. As his social
worker/therapist, you will assist him in processing the impact of his
developmental phases, attachment style, and early life experiences
on his adult choices. You will use psychoeducation and evidence-
based interventions to support Joe's understanding of how his
psychosocial development and attachment style impact all areas of
his life. The process is difficult for him, but he seems to be making
progress.

Developmental theories are important to evaluate and understand as we assess each person’s abilities, disabilities, and progress in life. Being able to
identify and distinguish between psychosocial development, cognitive development, psychosexual development, sociocultural theory, and attachment
theories will enable each social worker to assess the client as they progress in life. These theories identify the development across social, emotional, and
cognitive growth throughout one’s life. They allow a social worker to understand the difference between normal and abnormal behaviors, assess for
potential harms, and to provide insight into current behaviors or challenges. These theories will provide insight into what interventions might be effective
for your client based on their responses to their development.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore the role of developmental theories in social work and review the evolution of developmental theories, including
psychosocial development (Erikson), theory of cognitive development (Piaget), cognitive development theory (Vygotsky), and attachment theory
(Bowlby).

• Discussion: Identify the developmental stages (sociocultural, psychosocial, attachment, cognitive development, etc.) of one of the Campbell family
members. Discuss how this information will assist you in your assessment and evidence-based interventions as you work with individuals or with a
group with similar concerns.

• Assignment: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills
Role Play 4: Clinical Group Facilitation, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.
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Theorist Theory

Erikson (1902–1994) Psychosocial development.

Piaget (1896–1980) Theory of cognitive development.

Vygotsky (1896–1934) Cognitive development theory.

Bowlby (1907–1990) Attachment theory.

u09v1 - Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Study

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
Identify the developmental stages (sociocultural, psychosocial, attachment, cognitive development, etc.) of one of the Campbell family members.
Discuss how this information will assist you in your assessment and evidence-based interventions as you work with individuals or with a group with
similar concerns.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in
Leadership Skills Role Play 4: Clinical Group Facilitation, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Developmental Theories
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Anonymous. (2006). Developmental theory. In J. E. Roeckelein (Ed.), Elsevier's dictionary of psychological theories (pp. 1–5). St. Louis, MO:
Elsevier Science & Technology.

• Lerner, R., Champine, R., Tirrell, J., Fremont, E., & Su, S. (2018). Developmental theory. In M. Bornstein (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of lifespan
human development (pp. 600–604). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

• Knight, Z. G. (2017). A proposed model of psychodynamic psychotherapy linked to Erik Erikson’s eight stages of psychosocial development.
Clinical Psychology & Psychotherapy, 24(5), 1047–1058.

The Evolution of Developmental Theories

Multimedia
• Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity.
• Note: You will complete the Intervention tab in the media activity for the assignment (Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions) due in Week 10.

Course Resources

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies



u09s3 - Prepare: Synchronous (Live Online) Session

u09d1 - Write Your Discussion Post

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

We continue to discuss and examine best practices as they apply to the Campbell family members as individuals and as a group. You can review details
about the Campbell family by viewing the Campbell Family Case Study. This week the focus is to pick one family member and assess them based on a
developmental theory. You may use more than one developmental theory to identify the impact to the client and interventions you will use to work with
them effectively. Be sure to use evidence-based interventions and assessment information obtained from the different theoretical models.

For your initial post:

Clearly identify the developmental stages (sociocultural, psychosocial, attachment, cognitive development, etc.) and attachment styles of one of the
Campbell family members. Discuss how this information will assist you in your assessment and evidence-based interventions as you work with your
identified client.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u09a1 - Leadership Skills Role Play 4: Clinical Group Facilitation

u09a2 - Week 9 Synchronous Session Attendance

Unit 10  Macro Social Work: Eclectic Therapy

Assignment Instructions
You must open this role-play assignment (as if you were submitting an assignment) and submit a comment in the text box that indicates you are
completing Leadership Skills Role Play 4 (for example, "I will be completing Leadership Skills Role Play 4."). This action creates a scoring opportunity for
your instructor to provide feedback. If you do not submit this assignment (comment in text box), your instructor will not be able to evaluate your role play.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m.Central time on Wednesday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Introduce self using professionalism and therapeutic techniques, continuing to develop comfort and ease; all information including name,

academic and licensure level, informed consent, and confidentiality are presented.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate engagement skills: Pay attention to nonverbals, use understandable words, summarize, reflect, use verbal and non-verbal
reinforcers, speak briefly, and use empathy.

• Competency 7: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate assessment skills: Identify the problem, ask appropriate open-ended questions, identify intergenerational themes, mental health
concerns, body language, congruent and incongruent language/behavior, and use critical thinking.

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate intervention skills: Set clear boundaries, use silence, redirect, provide resources, provide psychoeducation, and appropriately
use intrapersonal skills, such as genuineness, empathic listening and active listening.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Demonstrate evaluation skills: Summarize session, provide non-judgmental and non-biased insights, understand the client view and provide
clarification.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations for members of the social work profession.

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

Introduction



u10s1 - Activity Overview

Crisis and Macro Level Interventions
A tornado has struck the Campbell family’s town. Family members
are still struggling with managing effective communication, are
engaged with negative or poor coping skills, are involved in criminal
behavior, and are abusing substances. Now, due to this natural
disaster, the family has lost their family home due to massive
structural damage. They are homeless. You will focus on macro
level interventions to support the family, applying relevant theories
and evidence-based interventions. Remember, in a crisis situation,
their most pressing needs must be addressed first.

Social Workers engage in eclectic therapy, meaning that they use a wide variety of therapeutic approaches to incorporate evidence-based interventions
for each person on an individual basis. This allows the therapist to move from one therapeutic intervention to another with ease. A social worker must be
proficient in understanding theories and applying evidence-based interventions to diverse populations and groups. This week you will be focusing on
macro level intervention, specifically a crisis intervention and using all of the social work interventions you have learner over this quarter. The goal is to be
able to know what you are doing and why you are doing it, as you provide effective evidence-based interventions.

To-Do List

• What You Need to Know: Explore macro level social work interventions.
• Discussion: Research peer-reviewed articles or scholarly websites to find evidence-based interventions for dealing with a crisis in the Campbell

family's town as the result of a tornado. Describe how to apply the recommended intervention in this situation.
• Assignment: Complete a Post-Course Assessment skills rating form. By comparing your Post-Course Assessment with your Pre-Course

Assessment, you will be able to evaluate the development of your skillsets during this course.
• Assignment: Create an intervention plan for a family member described in the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. Create your

intervention plan in the media piece, download it, and submit the downloaded plan.
• Assignment: Submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in Leadership Skills

Role Play 5: Macro Social Work - Crisis Intervention, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.
• Assignment: Attend and confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.

Learning Activities

Discussion Overview
For this week's discussion you will research peer-reviewed articles or scholarly websites to find evidence-based interventions for dealing with a crisis in
the Campbell family's town as the result of a tornado. You will describe how to apply the recommended intervention in this situation.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will complete a Post-Course Assessment skills rating form. By comparing your Post-Course Assessment with your Pre-Course
Assessment, you will be able to evaluate the development of your skillsets during this course.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment, you will create an intervention plan for a family member described in the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity. You
will create your intervention plan in the media piece, download it, and submit the downloaded plan.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will submit a comment in the text box to create a scoring opportunity so your instructor can assess your performance in
Leadership Skills Role Play 5: Macro Social Work - Crisis Intervention, in which you participated in a synchronous online session.

Assignment Overview
For this assignment you will confirm your attendance at this week's synchronous online session.



u10s2 - What You Need to Know

u10v1 - Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Study

u10s3 - Prepare: Synchronous (Live Online) Session

Macro Level Interventions
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Hoffpauir, S. A., & Woodruff, L. A. (2008). Effective mental health response to catastrophic events. Family & Community Health, 31(1), 17–22.
• Welsh, W. N., Stokes, R., & Greene, J. R. (2000). A macro-level model of school disorder. Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency, 37(3),

243–283.
• Aguiniga, D. M., & Bowers, P. H. (2018). Teaching note—Partnering macro social work students and agencies addressing youth homelessness: A

model for service learning. Journal of Social Work Education, 54(2), 379–383.
• Hong, J., Cho, H., & Lee, A. (2010). Revisiting the Virginia Tech shootings: An ecological systems analysis. Journal of Loss & Trauma, 15(6), 561–

575.
• Reisch, M. (2016). Why macro practice matters. Journal of Social Work Education, 52(3), 258–268.

Multimedia
• Complete the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity and review the details in preparation for this week's activities.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, you will begin by answering quiz questions assigned by your faculty as an entrance ticket. Following the close of the entrance
ticket quiz, your faculty will open with a live discussion of skills and knowledge, bridging from asynchronous materials (resources in What You Need to
Know) and lead to skills demonstration. Each learner is expected to verbally participate in this discussion. Please see the announcement section for the
weekly Zoom link and call-in number.

Learners are required to have their webcam on and be present visually throughout activity engagement for the full session. Learners are required to be
professionally present on their webcams. This means they are professionally dressed, seated at a desk or table, with their camera facing them directly as
if they were in an interview for a job or seeing a live client. The background needs to be professional and private. The lighting needs to allow for faculty
and learners to clearly see your face, the room cannot be dark or have so much back lighting that you cannot clearly be seen. Learners may not be
engaging in any other activities, driving, or walking around during the live session for professionalism and for safety. Learners are expected to conduct
themselves as if they were seeing a client or in an interview, as they are being assessed on their preparedness to enter field education. If learners are
engaging in other activities, have other people present in the background or in the session with them, or are engaging in an unprofessional manner
during the session (examples include, but are not limited to: eating, laying in bed or on the couch, caring for children, talking with family or friends,
shopping, riding or driving in a vehicle, walking around their house or outside, cleaning, showering, smoking or drinking alcohol, on a cell phone with the
camera moving around or facing the ceiling, etc.) they will be removed from the live session by faculty or administration and will be counted as absent.
Learners may be referred for a Learner Code of Conduct or Professional Standards violation depending on the offense. Learners may fail the course if
they are not prepared with professional demonstration. For any missed sessions, the learner must complete all make up work per the policy. Faculty will
also remain on webcam for the duration of the session and will be visibly present in observation of learner role plays. Faculty must be able to see and
hear the learner, so it is imperative that learners test their webcam and audio prior to joining the session. It is also important to ensure your internet
connection will be able to keep up with the session requirements. If learners cannot be seen or heard or are not able to stay connected, they will be
counted as absent for the session.

Each mandatory synchronous live session takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time that is announced in advance by your faculty.

Interactive Learning Module: Campbell Family Case Studies



u10d1 - Write Your Discussion Post

u10a1 - Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation

You must attend all sessions of synchronously (live) in order to pass the course. In extenuating circumstances as outlined below a learner
may be counted absent for up to two sessions If you miss more than two sessions, you will be required to retake the entire course and redo all
of the required expectations of this course. You must complete all attendance as outlined below.

Macro Social Work: Crisis Intervention
Imagine the Campbells' town has just experienced a tornado. The town is devastated. Schools, businesses, and multiple homes are damaged. The town
contacts you to be part of the crisis team to attend the town meeting.

Social work action often occurs on the macro systems level. This week's readings discuss macro- level interventions, including the following:

• Engaging community.
• Advocacy.
• Application of policy.

Using a chosen peer-reviewed article or scholarly based website that provides macro-level trauma or solution-focused best practice interventions, in your
initial post respond to the following:

• Provide a summary of your source's recommended macro-based community best practice intervention. Describe how you would apply it to this
situation.

The initial post is due Wednesday by 11:59 pm CT.

Response Guidelines
Responding to your peers is encouraged, but not required for this discussion. However, you must be prepared to discuss materials from this week in the
synchronous live session.

Course Resources

Assignment Overview
As you approach the end of this course, you will complete a Post-Course Assessment skills rating form. By comparing your Post-Course Assessment
with your Pre-Course Assessment, you will be able to evaluate the development of your skill sets during this course.

Assignment Description
The purpose of this assignment is to reflect on and self-assess your mastery of a variety of skills necessary for professional social workers after this
course, and for instructors to evaluate your performance of those skills during residency. The skills rating form you will use is a duplicate of the Pre-
Course Skills Rating form. Using the same rating form to self-assess at the end of the course will allow you to view the progress you feel you have made
during the quarter.

Assignment Instructions
Complete the Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation. Once you have completed the Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and
Evaluation, submit it to the assignment area of the courseroom. Your instructor will then be able to grade your performance for the course.

Submit your assignment by 11:59 p.m. Central Time on Friday.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u10a2 - Apply Leadership Skills to Interventions

Competencies Measured
• Competency 13: (Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills in the specialization of

advanced generalist practice evaluation of interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C9.SP.E)
◦ Completes Post-Course Micro Skills Rating Form and Evaluation demonstrating level of Leadership skills, Ethical skills, Technology skills,

Critical thinking skills, Leadership Behaviors, Advocacy, Theory Integration, Promote Change, Engagement skills, Diversity, Assessment
skills, Intervention skills, Evaluation skills, and Communication skills. (C1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9)

Assignment Preparation
For this assignment you will create an intervention plan for a family member described in a case study.

1. Review the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity.
2. Review the introduction and the information about each family member in the case study (Karen, Joe, Kali, and Jacob).
3. Choose one family member and an issue or need of that family member that you plan to address.

Assignment Instructions
Develop the intervention plan for your chosen family member within the Campbell Family Case Study interactive media activity on the Intervention tab.
When you have completed your work, download your intervention plan document from the media activity and submit it in the Assignment area.

Submit your assignment by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Friday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Identify a leadership skill to most effectively address an identified problem.

• Competency 2: Articulate and provide leadership in the application of the core values and ethical standards of the social work profession through
an ethical problem solving model to aid in critical thinking, affective reactions and ethical decision making related to individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities to guide and inform ethical practice in the specialization of advanced generalist social work. (C1.SP.B)

◦ Describe legal and ethical ramifications related to the proposed intervention plan.

• Competency 3: Integrate the ethical and effective use of technology at all levels of practice in the specialization of advanced generalist social work
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.C)

◦ Create an annotated bibliography including at least five scholarly resources related to possible interventions for a client.

• Competency 4: Apply leadership skills, decision making and technology to engage in collaborative practice with individuals, families, groups,
organizations, and communities to advocate for appropriate services, resources and supports to achieve goals and foster positive change.
(C3.SP.A; C3.SP.B; C6.SP.A, C6.SP.B)

◦ Identify other professionals to collaborate in a client’s care and describe a communication plan for working with them.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Describe a plan to evaluate the effectiveness of a proposed intervention plan.

• Competency 11: (Assess) Apply assessment instruments, leadership, technology, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills to identify problems,
and assess and analyze capacities, strengths, and needs of individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C7.SP.D)

◦ Describe the process utilized to assess the needs of an identified client.

• Competency 12: (Intervene) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills in the specialization of advanced generalist
practice interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities to achieve goals. (C8.SP.D)

◦ Identify long-term goals developed in cooperation with a client.

• Competency 13: (Evaluate) Apply leadership, technology, critical thinking, decision making and interpersonal skills in the specialization of
advanced generalist practice evaluation of interventions with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C9.SP.E)

◦ Develop an intervention plan using leadership skills and technology based on client assessment.



u10a3 - Leadership Skills Role Play 5: Macro Social Work - Crisis Intervention

u10a4 - Week 10 Synchronous Session Attendance

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Apply critical thinking in verbal and written communication through the use of leadership and technology from a strengths- and empowerment-
based perspective.

Assignment Instructions
You must open this role play assignment (as if you were submitting an assignment) and submit a comment in the text box that indicates you are
completing Leadership Skills Role Play 5 (for example, "I will be completing Leadership Skills Role Play 5."). This action creates a scoring opportunity for
your instructor to provide feedback. If you do not submit this assignment (comment in text box), your instructor will not be able to evaluate your role play.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m.Central time on Wednesday.

Competencies Measured
By successfully completing this assignment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assignment criteria:

• Competency 1: Apply professional use of self and leadership skills with colleagues, clients, groups, organizations, and communities. (C1.SP.A)
◦ Introduce self using professionalism and therapeutic techniques, continuing to develop comfort and ease; all information including name,

academic and licensure level, informed consent, and confidentiality are presented.

• Competency 6: Apply leadership skills, theoretical frameworks, decision making and best-practice interventions with diverse populations.
(C2.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate engagement skills: Pay attention to nonverbals, use understandable words, summarize, reflect, use verbal and non-verbal
reinforcers, speak briefly, and use empathy.

• Competency 7: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate assessment skills: Identify the problem, ask appropriate open-ended questions, identify intergenerational themes, mental health
concerns, body language, congruent and incongruent language/behavior, and use critical thinking.

• Competency 8: Apply and integrate theories of human behavior and the social environment in the specialization of advanced generalist practice
with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities. (C4.SP.A; C6.SP.B)

◦ Demonstrate intervention skills: Set clear boundaries, use silence, redirect, provide resources, provide psychoeducation, and appropriately
use intrapersonal skills, such as genuineness, empathic listening and active listening.

• Competency 9: Apply leadership skills, decision making and the use of technology to inform evidence-based research practice and program
evaluation to develop, implement, evaluate, and communicate interventions across the specialization of advanced generalist practice settings.
(C4.SP.A)

◦ Demonstrate evaluation skills: Summarize session, provide non-judgmental and non-biased insights, understand the client view and provide
clarification.

• Competency 14: Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the social work
profession.

◦ Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations for members of the social work profession.

Your faculty instructor will be giving you credit for your attendance at weekly synchronous sessions. In order to open the scoring rubric for your instructor
to complete this task, you must access this assignment and enter the sentence, "I attended (or did not attend) this week's synchronous session," in the
assignment and then submit it.

Be sure to complete this step by 11:59 p.m. Central time on Wednesday; otherwise your instructor will not be able to give you credit for attendance.

In this Week 10 assignment, your instructor will determine if you attended 8 out of the 10 synchronous sessions for the course. If you did not, you will not
pass the course.




